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1. Introduction 

Reactions between complex nuclei succeeding in the compound 
nucleus formation are suitable for the investigation of both the ther
modynamical characteristics of nuclear matter ( temperature of hot 
nuclei and decay widths) as well as its dynamical characteristics ( the 
rate of the energy dissipation, viscosity, etc.). Usually, the relevant 
investigations make use of experimental data as trials allowing to 
obtain the values of the model parameters introduced in the frame
work of one or another theoretical approach to the problems of the 
compound nucleus formation and its de-excitation and see how these 
parameters are varied in dependence of the experimentally controlled 
conditions - such as the nucleus excitation energy, transferred mo
mentum, entrance channel mass asymmetry, etc. The large body of 
data obtained during the last several years for the number of pre
fission neutrons emitted in heavy-ion reactions stimulated a lively 
discussion about the mechanism of the neutron emission and ori
gin of the fission width of hot compound nuclei [1,2]. One of the 
problems discussed is related to the finding that the experimentally 
observed number of pre-fission neutrons is larger than that which 
follows from statistical model calculations; and this difference tends 
to increase with growing excitation e-nergy. In order to give an expla
nation to this difference, new approaches were suggested where the 
fission width was calculated by making use of formulae taking intp 
account nuclear viscosity [3,4]. It appears to us, however, that when 
discussing the discrepancy between the experimental data and sta
tistical model calculations the well known detail is underestimated 
and that the fitting of the calculated results to the measured inte
gral fission cross-section does not impose a considerable limitation to 
the calculated number of pre-fission neutrons. For example, it was 
shown [5,6] that 'a. correlated variation of the model parameters re
sponsible for the nuclear level density and liquid-drop fission barrier 
allows, keeping up a satisfactory fit of fission excitation functions, to 
increase the (vpre) by a factor of 2.5 as compared to the estimation 
assuming generally adopted values of these parameters. This does 



not seem to be surprising since the value of (vpre} is very sensitive 
to the values of r n/I'tot for the initial steps of de-excitation cascade, 
whereas the total fission cross section depends also on other model 
parameters. Therefore the issue of the correctness of the parameters . 
which are used in statistical model calculations becomes imperative 
when one is involved into the interpretation of experimental data on 
formation and de-excitation of heavy compound nuclei. It appears to 
us that, before working out a new dynamical approach to the fission 
of highly excited compound nuclei and fitting the model parameters, 
it is necessary to clearly identify the experimental data which really 
can not be described in the framework of the standard statistical 
model assuming a minimum set of requirements to the de-excitation 
process, namely, that the compound nucleus is perfectly equlibrated, 
and the relative probabilities of the nucleus different decay channels 
are governed by their statistical weights defined in the phase space 
of the system. 

The present work is a continuation of our study of formation cross 
sections of evaporation residues which are obtained in heavy ion com
plete fusion reactions leading to compound nuclei in the region ex
tending from Bi to U [7-9]. We measured excitation functions of the 
xn, pxn and axn decay channels in the excitation energy range of 
40-160 MeV of the compound nuclei of 216•218•220 Ra produced in the 
reactions 22 Ne +194•196•198 Pt. Our interest to these reactions arouse 
because some information can be obtained about the role of shell 
eff~cts in the decay of highly excited Ra compound nuclei. On the 
other hand we were interested to see to what extend can the statis
tical model describe in a wide range of excitation energy the decay 
width ratios including also the fission width and the numbers of pre
fission (more precisely - pre-saddle) particles. The use of the reac
tions occurring with three platinum isotopes allowed us to measure, 
with a good precision, the cross section ratios for reactions leading 
to the formation of individual evaporation residues after evaporation 
of different numbers of neutrons. Knowledge of these ratios allowed 
us to impose an essential and, as it will be shown later, stringent 
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condition which should be satisfied by a model assumed to correctly 
fit the evaporation residue cross sections and give a direct informa
tion on the fissility of the compound nucleus at the initial stages of 
evaporation cascade. We discussed earlier some preliminary data of 

these experiments [10,11]. 

2. Experimental method . 
The experiments were carried out at the beam of the U-400 cy

clotron (Flerov Laboratory of Nuclear Reactions, JINR). The cy
clotron provided the beams of 22 Ne of five discrete energy values -
135, 160, 176, 192 and 225 MeV. The beam energy was varied with 
steps of 3-6 Me V by making use of Al and Ti degraders. The inten
sity of the beam passed through the target was measured by means of 
Faraday cap. It was limited at the level of 2 x 1011 s-1. Targets of the 
enriched isotopes of 194 .196 .198 Pt deposited on thin (0.4 mg/ cm

2
) alu

minum backings were used in the experiments. The target isotopic 
compositions are presented in Table 1. The thickness of each target 

Table 1. Isotopic compositions and thicknesses of targets 

Target Thickness Isotopic composition, % 
Mr/cM2 194 195 196 198 

194pt 165 83.0 13.0 3.5 0.5 
196pt 315 2.3 7.1 86.8 3.8 
198pt 250 3.7 4.9 5.6 85.7 

was measured by the X ray fluorescent analysis just after manufac
ture and after the completion of the experiments. The results of the 
measurements were reproduced well, and the precision of ±5 % and 
±15 % was estimated, respectively, for the measurements of relative 
and absolute values of the target thicknesses. 

The bombarding ion energy was measured with a Si detector that 
was hit by ions scattered from the target at 30°. The detector was 
calibrated with standard a-sources. The non-ionization energy loss 
and the loss of energy in the "dead" surface layer of the detector were 
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not taken into account. According to our estimations, the accuracy 
of such an approach to the energy measurement makes ± ( 1. 0-1. 5) % 
for A::S40 ions. For our experiments, this implied the absolute value 
of the error of ±2.5 MeV in the measurements of the ion energy. 

Products of the complete fusion reactions were separated from 
the bombarding ions and products of transfer and deep inelastic re
actions with the aid of the kinematic separator VASSILISSA [12,13). 
This is a three stage electrostatic separator providing transmission 
of reaction products emerging from the target in forward direction 
within the solid angle of 15 msr and having the electric stiffness· 
within a band of ±10 %. Evaporation residues of A>200 having the 
life time of more than ~ 1 µs can be delivered to the separator focal 
plane with the efficiency ranging from 3 % (for the case of oxygen 
bombarding ions) to 25 % (for Ar and Ca ions). 

Recoil nuclei delivered to the separator focal plane first passed 
a pair of the broad aperture detectors [14) providing the measure
ment, with the resolution of 0.5 ns, of the recoil time of flight on 
the path of 50 cm and then were implanted into an eight-strip Si 
detector having the active surface of 50x70 mm2 and providing the 
energy resolut_ion of 30 ke V for a particles in the energy range of 5-9 
MeV. The recoil nuclei were identified according to their a-decay 
energy values and excitation: functions. The sep·arator efficiency 
was measured in these experiments by making use of the reaction 
22Ne(l35MeV) +nat W(340µg/cm 2), and it made (3.7± 0.5) %. We 
accomplished these measurements of the efficiency [9) by comparing 
the a-activity obtained in the separator focal plane with that de
tected in a catcher foil which could be placed just bihind the target. 
Systematic errors in the measurements of the relative cross-section 
values were minimized by means of carrying out the major part of 
the experiments within a single bombardment period having a fixed 
separator tune. At a given beam energy, the measurements were 
performed successively for each of three targets. The targets were 
changed by means- of a remote control. For each fixed beam energy 
the mean irradiation -time made 25-30 minutes. Between theirradia-
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tions, the long-lived a-activity implanted into the strip detector was 
measured for 10 minutes. The full energy range of the beam (100 
-225MeV) was divided in six intervals with the mean energy values 
of 126, 108, 145, 167, 185 and 205 MeV, and the irradiations were. 
carried out in these energy intervals in the succession as these are 
listed here. 

3. Experimental data 

We obtained the excitation functions of xn, pxn and axn reac
tions for the compound nuclei of 216 •218 •

220 Ra in the range of exci
tation energy of 40-160 MeV. The data of our measurements are 
presented in Tables 2-4. Experimental mas_s tables 
[15) were used in the calculations of the excitation energy values. 
Alpha decay branching ratios were obtained from Ref. [16). The 
treatment of the raw experimental results involved corrections for 
the background caused by the admixtures of different Pt isotopes in 
the targets. This background was subtracted taking into account the 
energy dependencies of the individual a-activity yields obtained for 
three targets. 

As an example, the points for the experimental cross sections 
obtained for the xn evaporation channels of the reaction 22 Ne +198 

Pt are shown in Fig.l together with the curves calculated with a 
statistical model. One can see from figure that, in spite of tlw wid<' 
range of the cross section variation, the calculations reproduce W<'ll 
enough both the relative and absolute values of the cross sections. 
A small discrepancy in the energy positions of the experimental and 
calculated maximums of the excitation curves is within our accuracy 
of the beam energy measurements. It can be eliminated by a sok 
shift of the experimental points by 3-5 MeV to the right side. Tlw 
calculations will be discussed in more details in the next sect.ion. 

Maximum values of the formation cross sections are presented in 
Table 5 for A=206-214 Ra isotopes. One can see from this table that 
the ratios of the maximum cross sections of individual Ra isotopes 
formed as a result xn and (x+2)n reactions ( a xnf a(x+2)n) is practically 
the same in the whole range of the mass numbers, irrespective of the 
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absolute cross-section value ( one can see from Table 5 that the cross 
section drops down by a factor of 5x 104 at the transition from 212 Ra 
to 

206 
Ra). Qualitatively, this implies that the partial fission decay 

width r / is small at the initial stages of the de-excitation cascade, 
and the fission occurring at this stages does not play an essential role 
in the formation cross sections of evaporation residues. 
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Fig. 1. Excitation curves of xn channels of the reaction 22 Ne +198 

Pt. Experimental data are shown with symbols; lines show the re
sults of calculations made with the statistical model incorporating 
shell effects (parameter values are: C=0.63, 
iiJ/iiv=l.00). 

A brief explanation to the data of Table 5 appears to be neces
sary. For three pairs of isotopes ( 211 Ra - 212 Ra, 209 Ra - 210 Ra and 
207 

Ra -
208 

Ra ) the a-decay energies have the differences which are 
less then 10 kev. Therefore, our Si detector did not allow the sep
aration of the isotopes within these pairs, and, for these pairs, the 
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Table 2a. Excitation functions of xn-evaporation reactions 

iiNe+rn8Pt 

ENe E* Cross-Section, mb 
MeV MeV 5n 6n 7n 8-9n 10-lln 
103.5 45.0 27.3 5.0 
106.5 47.5 23.5 12.5 
110.0 51.0 13.8 27.7 2.5 
113.5 54.0 5.1 35.1 4.4 
119.0 59.0 · 1.5 31.6 10.5 
124.0 63.5 0.4 14.2 19.0 2.4 
129.0 68.0 4.1 20.2 5.5 
133.0 71.5 1.6 18.8 8.7 
137.0 75.0 0.6 9.0 10.5 
143.0 80.5 2.9 10.4 0.25 
149.5 86.5 1.0 8.1 0.26 
155.5 92.0 0.3 3.9 0.56 
160.0 96.0 3.2 0.99 
166.0 101.0 12-13n 1.5 1.07 
172.5 107.0 0.66 0.93 
180.5 114.0 0.02 0.28 0.69 
186.0 119.0 0.04 0.20 0.54 
192.0 124.5 0.04 0.09 0.41 
197.0 129.0 0.04 0.04 0.19 
207.0 138.0 0.02 0.02 0.06 
217.0 147.0 0.01 0.01 0.02 
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Table 3. Excitation functions of pxn- and oxn-evaporation reactions 

nNe+t9Bpt 

Table 2b. Excitation functions of xn-evaporation reactions EN. E" Cross-Section, mb 
MeV MeV p,5n p,6n p,8-9n p,10-1 ln p,12-13n ol2n 

22Ne+rn°Pt 
110.0 51.0 0.06 
113.5 54.0 0.14 0.07 

ENe E* Cross-Sections, mb 
MeV MeV 4n 5n 6-7n 8-9n 10-lln 
103.5 46.0 5.05 18.6 1.7 

119.0 59.0 0.30 0.11 
124.0 63.5 0.28 0.28 
129.0 68.0 0.19 0.42 . 
133.0 71.5 0.13 0.84 

106.5 48.5 · 2.84 23.7 3.2 
110.0 51.5 0.95 19.9 7.6 

- 137.0 75.0 0.07 0.51 0.09 
143.0 80.5 0.02 0.47 0.36 
149.5 86.5 0.23 1.13 

113.5 54.5 0.32 12.5 14.0 
119.0 59.5 5.4 18.1 0.3 

155.5 92.0 0.08 1.48 0.16 
160.0 96.0 2.19 0.25 
166.0 101.0 2.44 0.42 

124.0 64.0 1.6 14.3 0.4 
129.0 68.5 10.5 0.6 
133.0 72.5 8.6 1.05 

172.0 107.0 2.07 0.64 
180.5 114.5 1.74 1.19 
186.0 119.0 1.29 1.35 
192.0 124.5 0.98 1.80 0.11 

137.0 76.0 5.0 1.4 
143.0 81.5 1.9 1.9 

197.0 129.0 0.51 1.40 0.12 0.10 
207.0 138.0 0.19 0.84 0.22 0.11 
217.0 147.0 0.09 0.47 0.28 0.33 

149.5 87.Q 0.5 1.6 
'> 

0.015 227.5 155.5 0.26 0.28 0.66 

155.5 92.5 0.3 1.0 0.024 
160.5 97.0 0.7 0.040 
166.0 102.0 0.4 0.056 
172.0 107.5 0.2 0.052 
180.5 115.0 0.036 
184.0 118.0 0.036 
196.0 129.0 0.014 
206.0 138.d 0.006 
215.0 146.0 0.002 
225.0 155.0 0.001 

-
-

22Ne+196pt 

EN. E" Cross-Sections, mb 
MeV MeV p,6-7n p,8-911 p,10-lln p,12n o,I0n o,lln 
124.0 64.0 0.36 
129.0 68.5 1.12 
133.0 72.5 1.72 
137.0 76.0 1.36 0.10 
143.0 81.5 1.51 0.20 
149.5 87.0 1.17 0.43 
155.5 92.5 1.08 0.91 
160.5 97.0 0.77 1.07 0.025 
166.0 102.0 0.63 1.14 0.082· 
172.0 107.5 0.26 1.02 0.10 0.32 
180.5 115.0 0.83 0.33 0.82 
184.0 118.0 0.72 0.41 1.00 
191.0 124.5 - 0.35 0.37 1.02 
196.0 129.0 0.32 0.38 1.09 0.07 
206.0 138.0 0.18 0.36 0.02 1.01 0.38 
215.0 146.0 0.06 0.16 0.03 0.56 0.26 
225.0 155.0 0.04 0.11 0.03 0.56 0.26 
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Table 4. Excitation functions of xn-, pxn- and axn-evaporation reactions 

22Ne+194pt 

ENe E* Cross-Section, mb 
MeV MeV 4-5n 6-7n 8-9n p,4-5n p,6-7n p,8-9n a,8n a,9n 

97.0 41.0 5000 
105.0 48.5 10800 290 
109.0 52.0 10200 300 630 
112.5 55.0 9000 1060 960 
118.0 60.0 4700 2500 1160 
123.0 64.5 1500 3000 1180 
128.5 69.5 400 2400 21 930 310 
132.5 73.0 2300 24 1020 620 
136.0 76.0 1200 35 570 600 
142.0 81.5 620 76 280 760 
148.0 87.0 280 91 230 700 40 340 

156.0 94.0 58 100 540 140 450 
160.0 97.5 43 430 240 670 
163.0 100.5 27 230 230 750 
167.0 104.0 21 p,l0n 220 310 1010 
171.0 107.5 14 8 120 280 1010 260 

180.0 115.5 6 20 70 300 780 470 
184.0 119.5 6 32 40 240 680 420 

191.0 125.5 30 140 420 300 
196.0 130.0 22 100 300 190 
206.0 139.0 26 60 170 
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Table 5. Formation cross sections (in mb) of radium isotopes with 
206 ~ A~ 214 obtained in the maximum of excitation curves, 

Compound Evaporation residues, a 
214Ra itJRa ~12Ra uuRa 2osRa woRaa) 

220Ra 36 22 11 1.1 O.O4O 0.0002 

218Ra 24 
. 
18 1.9 0.058 0.0004 

216Ra 12 2.8 0.096 0.0007 

a) cross sections of 206Ra measured with the statistical errors ±0.0001 mb 

measured excitation curves were for the sum of the corresponding xn 
and (x+l)n reactions. However, the formation cross section·s in their 
maximums are more than for 90 % due to the xn reactions since the 
cross section steeply decreases at the transition to a smaller mass 
number of the reaction product ( compare the 6n and 7n excitation 
curves in Fig.l ). This conclusion also follows from an inspection of 
the compound nucleus excitation energy positions of the maximums 
of excitation curves. Statistical errors of the yields measured at a 
fixed beam energy for different nuclei involved mainly inaccuracies 
in accounting for the smooth background underlying the isolated a 
lines and contribution from admixtures of other platinum isotopes 
in the targets. These errors did not exceed ±5 %. An exclusion were 
the yield data for 208 Ra formed in the reaction· 22 Ne +

198 
Pt. For this 

reaction product formed in the region of the maximum cross section 
of the 12n evaporation reaction channel a notable background was 
made by • 214 Ra having the a-decay energy close to that for. 

208 
Ra 

and produced in the 6n reaction channel. We estimated this back
ground by extrapolating the experimental excitation curve for 

214 
Ra 

obtained in 6n reaction in the region of the maximum of the 12n ex
citation curve. The estimated statistical errors in the yields derived 

for 208 Ra make ±25 %. 
The measurement accuracy of the cross sections obtained in the 

present work was dominated by errors in the measurements of sepa
ration efficiency, beam doses and target thicknesses. Taking into ac-
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count possible systematical errors in these measurements ( the most 
severe errors were assumed in the beam dose monitoring) we believe 
that the absolute cross-section values presented in Tables 2-4 are 
accurate within the error bars of ±40 %. 

The errors of the obtained ratios of the maximum cross section 
values are considerably smaller due to experimental procedure which 
excluded for these ratios the errors of the beam dose and separation 
efficiency. As a result, the errors of the maximum cross-section ratios 
involved mainly the errors in the knowledge of relative target thick
nesses and maximum yields derived from 3-4 experimental points. 
obtained in the maximum vicinity. From the long term experience we 
know that the results of many individual measurements of the yield 
made for an evaporation residue in different experiments are repro
ducible within ±15 %. Therefore, we concluded that it will be safe, 
to estimate as ±15 % the errors ratios of maximum cross-sections, 
though we believe that this implies some overestimation of the error. 
To some extent, the obtained pattern of the cross-section ratios (see 
Table 6) can be considered as a proof of the correctness of the error 
bar estimation. 

4. Discussion of the obtained results 
We will divide this section in three parts. In the first part we 

will briefly formulate the statistical model and discuss the main cal
culation parameters. In the second part regularity of the maximum 
cross sections of the xn, pxn and axn de-excitation channels of the 
com,pound nuclei of 216

•
218

•
220 Ra will be discussed and compared with 

a large body of similar data obtained in our earlier experiments for 
other A> 200 compound nuclei. And finally, in the third part of 
this section fissility of Ra compound nuclei will be analyzed, and, 
in particular, new data about the fission width of excited nuclei will 
be derived from the analysis of the maximum cross-section ratios of 
evaporation reactions. 

Compound nucleus decay widths 
To analyze the· experimental data we employed the statistical 

model making use of a minimum number of parameters, and there-
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fore, a minimum number of physical assumptions. This implies a 
more general scope of the model application and possibility to have 
less ambiguous inferences, though these are gained on account of 
a more crude character of the model. Nuclear level density is the. 
most important ingredient of statistical model calculations. We used 
for the level density the Fermi-gas expressions (without taking the 
collective enhancement into account) and made account according 
Ignatyuk [17] for shell effects in the level density parameter. 

av(E*) = av{l + (1- exp(-0.054E*)]~Wv(A,Z)/E*}. (1) 

where av = (0.llA - 6.3 · 10-5 A2 ), E*- the compound nucleus ex
citation energy, and ~Wv(A, Z)- the shell correction to the mass 
of the nucleus formed after the evaporation of the particle v (i.e. of 
a neutron, proton or a-particle). We assumed the fission channel 
level density parameter a f to be constant (i.e. independent of the 
excitation energy), and kept it proportional to the asymptotic value 
av of the level density parameter in the particle evaporation channel 
(this implies the neglection of the shell effect in 'the nucleus saddle 
point). Fission barriers of the nuclei of the interest were calculated 

by the formula · 
B1(l) = CBJD(l) + ~wexp, (2) 

where C- is a free parameter, BfD(l)- fission barrier obtained in 
the rotating liquid drop model of Cohen, Plasil and Swiatecki (CPS) 
[18], and ~wexp is a correction to the fission barrier which we took 
equal to the shell correction to the nucleus ground state. For the 
nuclei involved in our analysis the shell correction value varies from 
~ 5.5 - 7.6 MeV for the isotopes of Ra, Fr and Rn having N=126 to 
~ 1.5 MeV for the nuclei formed after evaporation of~ 10 neutrons. 
For the fission barrier, we also neglected the small shell correction 

value in the saddle point. 
Calculations of the evaporation widths were performed on the• 

basis of the Weiskopf-Eving formalism. 
E-E(l)-Eu 

I,1 (E) = (21 + 1)(2sv + l)mv J (E _ E(l) _ E _ ·) ( ) I (3) 
v 7r2pc(Ec)h2 Pv .Jv (Cavll{, 

0 
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where Sv, Ev and mv are the spin, binding energy and reduced mass 
of the particle v; av- the cross section of the reverse reaction of 
the capture of the particle v having the energy E. We calculated 
the capture cross sections by optical model using the parameters 
suggested in Ref. [19]. The fission width was calculated with the 
classical Bohr-Wheeler formula 

21 + 1 
r~(E) = 21rpc(Ec) 

E-E'P(l)-B1(1) 

j P1(E - E 5P(l) - B,(l) - E)dE, 
0 

where E 5P([) is the rotation energy in the nucleus saddle point. 

(4) 

In the approach outlined above essential are two parameters -
the ratio of the asymptotic values of the level density parameters in 
fission and evaporation channels (iitfiiv) and the free parameter C 
in the formula (2) employed for fission barrier. In principle, to carry 
out calculations of the cross sections for evaporation reactions one 
should know the compound nucleus formation cross section, and this 
is related to the problem of knowledge of the values of lcrit and bi.[ 
- the critical value of angular momentum for the compound nucleus 
formation and the width of the angular momentum range around 
lcrit where the formation probability of the compound nucleus falls 
down essentially to zero. However, in the case of a highly fissile 
compound nucleus practically the whole formation cross section of 
an evaporation residue, taken in the maximum of its value, originates 
from the partial waves of l ::; 40 [9]. These are well below the value 
of lcrit typical for the fusion reactions of 22 Ne ions [20]. 

The problem of a choice of the optimum values of the parameters 
ii tf iiv and C appears to be more complex because both these pa
rameters strongly affect the fission width. The problem of the choice 
of the value of ii I /iiv was considered in a number of papers deal
ing with the de-excitation of pre-actinide compound nuclei ( e.g., see 
Ref. [21]). Different model considerations yielded for this parameter 
values ranging from 0.95 to 1.10, and many authors noted only a 
weak variation of ii1/iiv with mass number. Also, it is worth noting 
that earlier [7-9], using ii I rav ~ 1 we well reproduced cross sections 
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of evaporation reactions and fissility in a wide range of compound 
nuclei extending from Bi to U. 

Formation cross sections of evaporation residues 

Calculations were performed in two versions assuming different 
approximations: (a) in a purely liquid-drop approximation we took 
.6. Wv( A, Z) = 0 and bi. wexp = O· and used the liquid-drop values 
for the nuclear binding energies; (b) in another version we took into 
account the shell-effect corrections bi. Wv( A, Z) and 'bi. wexp occurring, 
respectively, in the level-density parameter (1) and fission barrier (2). 

In Figs. 2 a, b,c shown are, in dependence of the evaporation residue 
neutron number, the experimental cross sections for xn and l_)Xn evap
oration reaction channels corresponding to the maximums of the ex
citation curves measured for the reactions of 22 N e+194,196,198 Pt. Dot
ted lines show the results of calculations made in the purely liquid
drop approximation taking iitfiiv = 1 and C = 0.9. Other lines show 
the results obtained in calculations taking into account the shell ef
fects and made with three different values of the parameter iitfiiv: 
0.95, 1.00 and 1.05 (are shown, respectively, with dashed, solid and 
dash-dotted lines). For these three cases the optimum values of the 
parameter C were found to be, respectively, 0.45, 0.63 and 0.88. One 
can see from the figures that three from the four of the calculation 
versions can reproduce the experimental data in a wide range of the 
compound nucleus excitation energy extending from 40 to 160 Me.V 
(this corresponds to the evaporation from 4 to 14 neutrons from com
pound nuclei). This implies that the model can not be tested solely 
on the basis of the measured cross sections for evaporation reactions 
and an unambiguous choice can not be made simultaneously for two 
parameters iitfiiv and C, even if such cross sections are available for 
long sequences of evaporation residues. Therefore we conclude that 
some other data are necessary to make such an unambiguous choice, 
i.e. disentangle these two parameters. This will be the discussion 
subject of the next subsection, and now we will discuss in some more 
detail the possibility of applications of the purely liquid-drop ap
proximation and the approach taking into account shell effects when 
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fitting formation cross sections of evaporation residues. and decay 
characteristics of highly excited compound nuclei in the region of 

Z = 82-92. 
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Fig. 2. Comparison of experimental and calculated maximum 
cross-section values for xn- and pxn de-excitation channels of the 
compound nuclei formed in the reactions 

22 
Ne +

194
•

196

,

198 

Pt. The 
results of calculations made in the case of the total neglection of 
shell effects are shown with dotted lines. Other lines show the results 
of calculations taking shell effects into account and assuming three 
different values o(the parameter atfav = 0.95 (dashed line), 1.00 

(solid line), and 1.05 (dash-dotted line). 
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The purely liquid-drop approximation was suggested long ago and 
was widely used in calculations of formation cross sections of evap
oration residues of compound nuclei, especially in the transuranium 
region. The justification of such an approach continues to be the sub-. 
ject of discussions (see e.g. the review paper [22]). In the framework 
of this discussion an interesting result had been obtained in Ref. [23] 
where production cross sections were analyzed for A ~ 200 neutron
deficient isotopes of astatine and polonium. It was demonstrated in 
this paper that, at a fixed parameter value atfav, calculations made 
in two different approximations - one taking the purely liquid-drop 
formulae and another assuming a synchronous reduction of shell ef
fects in the level density and fission barrier with increasing excitation 
energy - lead to the essentially coinciding values of the coefficient 
C = 0.9 - 1.0. This implies that the use of the purely liquid-drop 
approximation is allowable at lower excitation energies for the nuclei 
having large shell effects, if the shell effects disappear simultaneously 
in the level density and fission barrier with the growing excitation. 
This gives a strong support in the favour of the liquid-drop approx
imation when one is interested in calculation of evaporation residue 
cross sections and allows to consider this approximation as an univer
sal model approach to the situation when the shell effects are rapidly 
weakened with the growing excitation. 

At the same time one can see from Figs.2 that the results of the 
calculations treating the impact of shell effects within the standa~d 
scheme are more favourable in the reproduction of the cross-section 
patterns. Calculations making use of the liquid-drop approxima
tion give a more weak decrease of cross sections with the grows of 
neutron deficit then it follows from experiments. This character of 
discrepancies between the results of calculations and experimental 
data appears to be typical for the liquid-drop approximation as it 
was already mentioned in our earlier papers where formation cross 
sections of neutron-deficient Po, At and Ac isotopes were reported 
[23-25). 

Limitations of the purely liquid-drop approximation become more 
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evident at an attempt to describe the whole set of data obtained in 
our experiments for production cross-sections of evaporation residues 
(ranging from lead to uranium) formed in fusion reactions of heavy 
ions with A~ 40 (about 15 target-projectile combinations were used 
to obtain these data). When using this approximation at the fixed 
value ii tf iiv, one is compelled to smoothly increase the parameter 
C value from 0.65 to 0.9 at the transition from the N ~ 110 Bi 
compound nuclei to the N ~ 128 - 132 compound nuclei of Ra
Ac, and then to decrease this parameter steeply to C = 0.65 at 
the transition to the compound nuclei of Pa-U with the neutron 
numbers of N ~ 136 - 138 [24,26]. In other words, by treating the 
data in the framework of the liquid-drop approximation, one comes 
to the situation as if the coefficient C "follows" at first the growth 
of the ground state shell correction from zero (as it is for Bi) to 
6 - 8 MeV (for Ra-Ac) and then its decrease to vanishing values 
at the transition to Pa-U. The need of such a complex variation 
of the coefficient C for the achievement of an agreement with the 
experimental data completely eliminates the possibility of use of the 
liquid-drop approximation for the description of the de-excitation 
process for compound nuclei lying in this region. 

In the light of this observation, it is important that the whole set of 
data could be fitted very well, with the practically fixed parameters 
- iitfiiv = 1 and C = 0.63 - 0.70, in the framework of the outlined 
calculation version that takes into account the role of the shell effects 
in the level density and fission barrier. The only assumption that one 
has to make is that one should decrease by 30 - 40 % the values of 
the liquid-drop barrier for the nuclei formed in the heavy-ion fusion 
reactions as compared to the prediction of Cohen-Plasil-Swiatecki 
[18] or Sierk [27]. One can remind that already in 1978 M.Blann '[28] 
pointed at the necessity to reduce the values of this coefficient up to 
0.6-0.7 in order to correctly describe data on fission cross sections of 
compound nuclei in the region extending from Rh to Os. The lack of 
reliable experimental data on the fission barriers of neutron-deficient 
nuclei heavier than Os had led that time to a conclusion that this 
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effect is specific for lighter fissile nuclei, and it was mirrored in the 
Sierk model [27]. Now, in the light of the new experimental data 
which we discuss here, this conclusion losses its justification, and 
one has to look for a new approach capable to explain the whole 
data set involving the nuclei rrom Rh to U. 

Arguing for the assumption that values of the liquid-drop barrier 
should be decreased by 30 - 40 % as compared to the model pre
dictions [18,27] for neutron-deficient nuclei in a wide range of Z we 
do not exclude that partly this result may be caused by simplifica
tions which we have made. In particular, this effect could emerge 
from the use of only one single free parameter C in our calculations. 
However, it appears to _be hard to relate to a drawback of the ap
proach the fact that the value of this single parameter appeared to 
be essentially the same in <!- wide region of A and Z of the nuclei 
involved into the evaporation process. Therefore we believe that the 
matter is not so much in the rough character of the model, but the 
experimental data lead us to expect that there is the need to look 
for some general physical reasons that cause the enhanced fissility 
of these neutron-deficient nuclei. One such attempt was made in 
Refs. [8,29] where a new formula was suggested and analyzed for 
the isospin dependence of the liquid-drop barrier. Another possible 
explanation of the enhanced fissility could be the assumption that 
the ratio of the asymptotical level-density parameters in the fission 
and particle evaporation channels of the compound nuclei (iitfiiv) is 
> 1. Indeed, it is evident from Figs. 2 that by assuming this ratio 
to be 1.05 one could come to the value of C = 0.88. This possibility 
we will analyze in the_ next section. 

Neutron widths and fission times of highly excited com
pound nuclei 

Let us come back to Figs.2 a,b,c where experimental cross-section 
values of xn- and pxn-channels of the reactions 22 Ne+ 194,196,198 Pt are 
compared to the calculation results obtained with three parameter 
sets: 
a) iitfiiv = 0.95; C = 0.45, b) iitfiiv = 1.00; C = 0.63, 
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c) atfav = 1.05; C = 0.88. 
One can see, that for these three parameter sets, calculation curves 
are in a good agreement with experiment, at least these curves keep 
within the standard error bars of the experimental points. As we 
mentioned above, two statistical model parameters C and a1/av con
trol the nuclear fissility, and small variations of th~se parameters are 
crucial for yields of evaporation residues. Yet, as one can see from 
Figs.2 a properly chosen correlated variation of these parameters 
allows to come to equally good fits of experimental points for differ
ent parameter sets. Therefore to test separately different values of 
the parameters C and atfav some additional data are necessary. 

One such type of data suitable for testing can be the set of data on 
the reduced widths (r n/rtot)- One can derive such a reduced width 
from the ratio of two cross sections measured for one evaporation 
residue formed after de-excitation of two different compound nuclei. 
This becomes possible because the fissility of a compound nucleus 
behaves differently at various excitation energies in dependence of 
these two parameters.· The ratio a f / av governs the nuclear fissility 
mostly at higher excitation energy and defines the number of fission 
chances, whereas" the influence of the parameter C is important at 
lower excitation energies, more close to the fission barrier. 

In Fig.3a shown are calculated ratios (r n/rto~) averaged over 
the partial waves l obtained for the first stage of the evaporation 
cascade of the 220 Ra compound nucleus., These ratios were calculated 
for .three different values of the parameter a tf av. The averaging 

· is carried out within the angular momentum range of l = 0 - 40 
since higher partial waves do not play any role when one considers 
the maximum of the excitation curve for an evaporation residue. 
Besides, the l dependence of the (r n/rtot) is weak in this range; 
one can note that the extension of the range of averaging up to the 
critical partial wave lcrit ~ 70 leads to a decrease of the ratio (r n/r tot) 
only by a factor of 1.5. In this figure shown are also the values 
of (r n/rtot) deduced from our data on the maximum yields of the 
evaporation residues obtained from the compound nuclei of 218·220 Ra. 
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We evaluated these experimental values of (r n/rtot) by making use 
of ratios of the measured maximum formation cross sections of the 
evaporation residues A-x Z obtained after evaporation of x and x + 2 
neutrons from two different compound nuclei relatively shifted by 
two mass units: 

O'(x+2)n ~ [O'CN(X -t 2)n] . ( rn )
2

' 
O'xn O'CN(xn) rtot A (5) 

where O'cN(x + 2)n and O'cN(xn) are the complete fusion cross sec
tions for the bombarding ion energies corresponding, respectively, to 
the maximum cross sections of (x + 2)n and xn evaporation reac-

tions; (rrn )
2 

is the mean·value of the reduced neutron width of the tot A 

compound nucleus AZ having the excitation energy corresponding to 
the maximum yield of the (x + 2)n evaporation reaction. 

Table 6. Values of mean reduced neutron widths 

E*,M3B X 
u(x+2)n O"c(Xn) 

(r n/rtod2 
r n!I'tot u(xn) Uc(x+2)n 220Raj2l8Ra 70 6 0.62 1.20 0.74 0.86 

·········· 90 8 0.58 1.16 0.67 0.82 
21i:sRa/210Ra 73 6 0.68 1.20 0.81 0.9 

·········· 95 8 0.61 1.16 0.71 0.84 

In the equation (5) we neglected a possible variation of the angular 
momentum within the two initial steps of the evaporation cascade• 
and a small difference in the shapes and positions of the maxima 
of the excitation curves. We also assumed that the complete fusion 
cross section is reversely proportional to the center mass energy. To 
avoid the need of taking into account the influence of Coulomb bar
rier, we used in our calculations cross section data only for reactions 
with evaporation of x 2:: 6 neutrons. Experimental values of u\"+ 2!" 

as well as the deduced from these values reduced neutron widths are O" rn 

listed in Table 6. It is worth to remind that these cross-section ratios 
were measured in our experiments with an accuracy of ±15 %, and, 
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consequently, the deduced values of (r n/rtot) have the accuracy of 
±(7 - 8) %. Taking this into account, one comes to the unequivocal 
conclusion that the result of calculations of (r n/r tot) values obtained 
with the parameter set ( c) involving, in particular, the parameter 
value ii JI iiv = 1.05 are radically different from experimental points. 
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Fig. 3. a) Comparison of experimental and calculated mean re
duced neutron width obtained for the compound nuclei of 

218
,
220 

Ra. 
(See explanations in the text). b) Calculated numbers of pre-saddle 
neutrons obtained with different values of the parameter ii f /iiv. Sym
bols show the experimental pre-fission neutron numbers obtained in 
Ref. (30] for the compound nucleus of 213 Fr. 

Therefore the parameter set ( c) should be excluded from consid-
eration, and we have a convincing experimental argument in favour 

of the use of only the range of ii f /iiv :::; 1.00. 
The experimental values of (r n/r10,) also give the evidence that 

many steps of the de-excitation cascade contribute in the fission 
channel of the compound nuclei of 220•

218
•
216 Ra having an initial exci

tation energy of E* = 80 - 90 Me V. This observation correlates well 
with the results of our statistical model calculations. 

The cross-section ratios measured for nuclei formed in the reac-
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tions that involve different numbers of steps in the evaporation cas
cade allow us not only to experimentally limit the variation range 
for the parameter iiJ/iiv to the values of:::; 1.00, but also to estimate, 
on the basis of the experimental reduced widths (r n/r1o,) obtained 
for initial steps of the evaporation cascade, the mean number of 
pre-saddle neutrons and compare this with the total number of pre
fission neutrons. To illuminate this point, we show in Fig.3b results 
of calculations for excitation energy dependence of the number of 
pre-saddle neutrons obtained with three different parameter sets ( a, 
band c). 

Calculation of the number of neutrons evaporated before the com
pound nucleus reaches its saddle point gives ( at the initial excitation 
energy of 100 Me V and integration made over the range of partial 
waves of l :::; 40) the values v;~!c = 3.0 and v;~!c = 5.0, respectively, 
at the parameter values iitfiiv equal to 1.00 and 0.95 (see Fig.3b 
) . Solid squares in Fig.3b show the data of experiments [30] where 
the total number of pre-fission neutrons was obtained for the com
pound nucleus 213 Fr in dependence of its excitation energy. One 
can see that calculations using the parameter iitfiiv :::; 1.00 give the 
results coinciding, or even exceeding, the experimental numbers of 
pre-fission neutrons. On a face of it, such a result of a statistical 
model calculation that is able to give the number of v;~!c surpassing 
the experimental value vfre may appear peculiar. However, it is ex
plained quite easy: partial waves of l :::; 40 contribute ~ 30 - 40 _% 
into the fusion reaction total cross section, therefore the main part of 
the cross section of the fusion-fission reaction is due to higher values 
of angular momentum. If one assumes that in experiments ·of the 
type described in Ref. [30] neutrons are detected in coincidence with 
fission fragments of compound nuclei having angular mo:r:nentum val
ues of up to lcrit; one should take into account all the partial waves 
up to lcrit :::'. 70 in calculations made for Ra compound nuclei excited 
to~ 100 MeV. In that case, calculations yield the v;~!c values of 1.8 
and 2.8, respectively, with the iitfii11 = 1.00 and 0.95. This implies 
that even in this case the part of pre-saddle neutrons makes from 50 
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to 80 % of the total number of pre-fission neutrons. 
It is worth to add at this point that, when comparing with the ex

perimental data, the employment of the complete set of partial waves 
extending up to lcr might be not quite correct. The reason is that 
v£re values were obtained in experiments where neutrons coinciding 
with fission fragments were detected. As a rule, detectors of fission 
fragments are placed at an angle close to goo to the beam direction 
[31]. As it is well kno~n, for A ~ 200 compound nuclei with the 
angular momentum of ~ 70 the fission fragment angular anisotropy 
makes ~ 4, · and therefore, the contribution of larger partial waves. 
in the observed fission events will be weakened at goo. Hence, the 
real maximum angular momentum value in these experiments will 
be lower than lcrit· But, since the number of pre-saddle neutrons 
increases with the decrease of (l), one should take this into account, 
and this will result in a reduction of the difference obtained between 
the calculated and experimental values of v£re· 
· Finally, from the calculated widths estimations follow for the 

mean time that passes before 220 Ra compound nuclei with l :'.S 40 
achieve the saddle point. For example, at l = 30 and excitation en
ergy of 100 and 80 Me V this time makes, respectively, 2. 7 • 10-20 and 
3.6 . 10-20 s, and these values are by one order of magnitude more 
than the mean times of neutron evaporation characteristic for such 
excitations. 

5. Conclusion 
Formation cross sections of evaporation residues have been mea

sured for the reactions 22 Ne +194
•
196

•
198 Pt in the range of 40 to 160 

Me V of the compound nucleus excitation energy. These cross sec
tions are well reproduced in the framework of the statistical model 
incorporating the lgnatyuk prescription for shell effects. The present 
results, together with those obtained in our previous studies [7-11, 
23-26], showed that this model allows to correctly reproduce the cross 
sections of evaporation reactions in a wide range of compound nuclei 
extending from Bi· to U. 

Measurements of 'the cross-section ratios for individual reaction 
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products obtained as a result of evaporation cascades of different 
lengths allowed to estimate with a good accuracy the reduced neu
tron widths for compound nuclei at a high excitation energy. It was 
shown, by a comparison with calculations, that these cross-section_ 
ratios are extremely sensitive to the value of the parameter a tf a

11 

and, therefore, they allow to obtai11 this parameter value with a high 
degree of precision. Thus, testing calculation results with two sets 
of experimental data - the formation cross sections and cross-section 
ratios - permits to acquire independently the values of both princi
pal parameters of the model - C and aJla11 • Having at the disposal 
only the formation cross section of evaporation residues one could 
not disentangle these twC? parameters. 

Having the parameter values of C and atfa11 fixed, one can con
siderably enhance the reliability and accuracy of estimations of such 
values as the reduced fission width related to different stages of the 
evaporation cascade and number of pre-saddle neutrons, i.e the val
ues that are not directly obtained in experiments. Our calculations 
showed that a considerable part of pre-fission neutrons (from 50 to 
100 % ) are pre-saddle. So, one can note that, for the studied com
pound nuclei having the excitation energy of up to ~ 160 MeV, 
statistical model calculations give the results that reproduce in a 
quite satisfactory way both, the decay widths and multiplicity of 
pre-fission neutrons. 

The question arises: up to which excitation energy this model 
works and one can assume the complete fusion and fast compound 
nucleus equilibration to be the principal mechanism for formation of 
evaporation residues? We are planning to extend these experiments 
to the excitation energy of~ 250 Me V with a hope that our separator 
technique will allow us to distinguish complete fusion reactions and 
accomplish _the statistical model analysis of different de-excitation 
channels of compound nuclei. 
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